
Asher Bond - 415.763.7621 - asherbond@asherbond.com

Objective

To deliver Expertise in DevOps and solving Problems of unpredictable scale while learning marketing skills in order to

establish a strong, lucrative market position for continuous delivery of emerging Technologies for innovation.

Expertise

● Able to navigate Linux/Unix of all types as well as high and low level programming and configuration languages

(designed and coded software which speaks Puppet and Chef).

● Distributed Systems development experience including but not limited to automated deployment of MySQL,

NoSQL, Hadoop, Cloudfoundry PaaS, author of GitStrapped.

● Cloud-savvyness includes Amazon AWS, Rackspace/OpenStack, RightScale,  (author of Elastic Provisioner, the

first and most scalable inter-cloud provisioning system), Eucalyptus Systems, Load Balancing, Content

Distribution, Continuous Integration (author of Continuous Integrator - keeping the technology portfolio

fresh-at-all-times FaaT),  Git.

● Cross-cultural Cross-functionality in dealing with both people and machines (pioneered Test-Driven DevOps

Design)

● Senior expertise in Software Design: Requirements become features, rather than complex architectural

discussions.

● Hands-on resource-centric project management (Kanban + DevOps Agility)

● Automation of intrusion prevention and breach-attempt reporting

● Social Networks in Social Context (Hootsuite, Twitter, Facebook, G+, Design contributor in Diaspora.. a top

forked Ruby-based decentralized social network)

● Scalable Messaging for rich media communications to 100k+ subscribers

● Parallel Execution and Horizontal scalability across physical devices through template-based

service-orchestration (Designed and implemented the framework)

● Virtual Desktop Infrastructure for DevOps (author of McDevOps VDI)

● Serving vastly different domains with culture differences ranging from service-oriented SME to product focused

startups to International Enterprise to international religious institutions and competitive academic

institutions

Experience

Elastic Provisioner -- San Francisco, CA

Principal Generalist, Software Design: Dec 2010 -- Present (an ongoing saga of technical ambition)

● Built a client portfolio based on solving problems and going where the need is greatest.

● Carried the pager for years, resolving critical incidents on a 24/7 basis.

● Solved scalability problems in the first design and architecture stages, paying of technical debt in advance

● Deployed Magento in the Cloud in 2010, before Magento became part of X.Commerce

● Assisted startups with software staging by providing a scalable PaaS environment tailored to the developer and

team requirements.

● Designed, coded and deployed several service-components and software distributions

● Invented STRAPs (Service Template Running A Process) in 2011

● Spoke in Public and answered technical questions on behalf of Elastic Provisioner and as an ambassador of

software vendors in the cloud and distributed systems space

● Invited to present PaaS and BaaS topics at 2012 and 2013 International Academic Cloud Conferences overseas

based on recognized contributions in cloud computing.



● Helped Publish cloud standards w/ international working groups of consultants in the space

● Designed a Linux Distribution for DevOps which combines the desktop and server

● Created an extensible VM image format which is compatible with all cloud vendors

● Pioneered single-command live-migration of workloads across multiple clouds and physical machines

● Presented “DevOps at SCALE” series to (SVDevOps+SFDevOps) now a 5.3k Linkedin Group

● Deployed the first hyperscale Intercloud PaaS and used it internally to develop applications for clients.

● Made many executive introductions within the partner ecosystem and led consulting approaches with major

carriers and enterprise clients reaching out for cloud solutions with a unique value proposition: the software

companies who wrote the cloud software implement the solutions on premise, Integrated by Elastic Provisioner.

Freelance/Independent Work -- San Francisco, CA

Software Designer: 2002 -- 2011

● Reporting Automation and one-on-one consulting for Senior Executive Management (CIO

recommender/interviewer)

● Trained web developers how to use the LAMP stack using both open-source and custom designed CMS

frameworks, according to the requirements

● Single handedly launched and sort-of-monetized one of the first Myspace apps prior to the existence of a

Myspace app market as a response to a chain letter. (Top 16+ w/ millions of users)

● Automated the importing of thousands of word documents into Wordpress

● Created plugins for RSS aggregation in wordpress

● Created “Deefnurber” a Restful RSS aggregation API

● Deployed multi-site wordpress back when it was still called WPMU

● Extended Multi-Router-Traffic-Graphing to visualize system-quality attributes in 2002 (technique now used by

RightScale and many cloud management platforms)

● Leased dedicated servers and migrated live workloads to virtual private servers when the technology emerged

● migrated all those VPS workloads to IaaS when AWS began to offer EC2 and S3

● Set up many deployments of Google Apps, integrated with Analytics

● Consistently Maintained DNS infrastructure without system, security or any service failure.

● securely maintained many databases using MySQL, isolating data components from potentially vulnerable

application code, then refactored the code by hand.

● Configured network devices and tested network architectures

● Used an RGBD sensor to scan 3d point-clouds

● published early ideas of paravirtual reality (projected augmented reality using 3d computer vision and skeletal

tracking for multi-player live-action role-play) and got a patent pending in US

● Trained developers and wrote documentation around custom implementations of scalable messaging and CMS

● Qualified as a Professional IT consulting Expert on JustAnswer



Onramp Access -- Austin, TX

Multi-flavor Linux, FreeBSD, SunOS/Solaris Systems programmer/admin + Cisco WAN network provisioner: 2000-2002

Everyone at this shop was expected to take ownership of the customer’s problems. I was a Network Operations Center

service provider, reporting to a founding director of operations who seems to still oversee the operation today. Onramp,

Access Inc. is one of the few Central Texas regional Internet Service Providers that was able withstand the tech recession

around this time. I worked in Network Operations to make sure that we provisioned and could offer business class

dedicated connections between customer premises and our office. Quality-assured the telecommunications

infrastructure we subscribed to in addition to service layers we provided on top of this infrastructure and resolved on

an ASAP basis short term conflicts arising from service-quality fluctuations in the underlying infrastructure. Helped

design, architect, implement, and maintain a rudimentary customer/vendor/sales relationship management system our

bosses referred to as "Orders in progress." Assisted the NOC team and preferred customers with migrations between

vendors and systems, but left before I had a chance to help Onramp expand into larger data centers. Founder Chad

Kissinger often referred to me as "too enterprising." It was an honor to learn from him and others at this extremely

service-oriented outfit. When I left the company I asked to start a branch in SF since I left due to family needs. The

answer was no. They did not wish to expand beyond the Central Texas Region. I expect to expand business reach

Internationally in the near future.

Watters & Watters (Maximodo Subsidiary) -- Dallas, TX

Web / Pre-press Designer, Maximodo Program: 1999 (e-commerce, design and 90s fashion combined)

Responsible for timely execution of catalog layouts in Quark, front-end web design work and interactive design work for

distributors of high fashion formalwear, in accordance with the fashion industry timelines. Assited IT director with

simple IT functions such as fixing printers on premise and worked with printing presses off-site when I wasn’t building

e-commerce sites for our partner ecosystem of boutiques. Maintained web sites for several fashion labels owned by

Watters. Working for Watters was my biggest privilege at this time, because of the mentorship they offered. I may not

have ventured into the e-commerce space had I not worked under such excellent leadership at Watters. It didn’t matter

that the fashion industry put me in an overtime crunch several times per year because designers looked out for each

other and everyone was treated with a very high degree of respect no matter what their age or position. It was a fast

paced creative environment similar to a startup with design firm execution. This was my favorite front-end design job,

but I don’t enjoy printing anymore. Even if you decide not to hire me, Take my advice.. Go paperless, don’t print.

Compunet (formerly Computek) -- Dallas (technically Richardson), TX

Network Technician / WebMaster: 1996-1998

Signed on more agents into the ACD and trained them how to take calls and get people online using ADP autonet for

dialup access as well as a PRI based concentration system using Ascend and Cisco Access concentrators. We terminated

T1s with point-to-point equipment and had people dialing in with ISDN routers for dedicated access. I ended up making

web pages too toward the end, before Compunet was sold to Internet America. I would have gone to work at IA, except

they wanted me to answer tech support calls and at the time I had my heart set on developing web software. I was

learning (Macromedia!) Flash (which was in beta) and perl, etc.  It was a great privilege to work for regional ISP startups

in the 90s and this was one of my favorites. I was responsible for training new technicians and building web-sites for

our partner ecosystem and providing Internet Solutions for Business. (that was our slogan). It was my first consulting

job and the CEO allowed me to independently hear the requirements of clients who asked for network consulting on

premise, including our biggest investor. I was 18 years old.

Education

San Francisco City College, San Francisco, CA

Completed Cisco Network Academy (CCNA through CCNP

San Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA

Maintained good academic standing taking classes



2002-2004)

Completed Systems Administration Vocational Training

Completed Systems Programming Vocational Training  (C++,

posix shell, perl, php)

towards B.S. in Information Systems double majored in

Pre-law .. Protested tuition hikes and left to work in field

due to financial needs.

Volunteering

SoundCloudSF.org
Organized the first soundcloud meetup and co-organized several others after that, now Nicole Carter carries the torch,

leading community as a SoundCloud hero.

Obama For America 2012
Started blasting twitter and facebook with my political ideology and formed a web-site on paper.li + twitter called

probama-tagonist, which brought together democratic views from senators and voters supporting President Obama. Stayed

in IM chat with leaders in the official campaign. Raised awareness and defended positions with sound arguments.


